LearningConnect

Maximising Learning Potentials

With the integration of Internet into one’s daily life as well as the rapid
advancement in multimedia technologies, media rich e-Learning is fast
becoming a reality. We will also see the transformation of assessment
from a traditional paper-based to an electronic one which provides
affordances for new form of assessment as well as the ability to provide
immediate feedback to both the educator and learner. Such instant
feedback helps the educator in planning early intervention.
However, most electronic assessments are not easy to manage and has
a steep learning curve to properly utilise it and they are often limited in the
platform that the assessments can be delivered to. In addition automation
for grading is not sufficient without the use of analytics, thus creating
inefficiency in the learning and feedback process.
Traditional learning management systems offer a full fledge of functions
which may be an overkill for many organisations and they could be paying
a subscription for a whole lot of features which they are not using at all.

Creating Modern Solutions for Today’s
E-LEARNING
LearningConnect is a dedicated e-Assessment platform that makes
the creation and maintenance of online assessments a breeze. With a
question bank, educators can easily pick and choose questions from
the repository to create assessments based on various parameters such
as subject, chapter and level of difficulty. With the powerful integrated
analytical tools, educators are able to quickly identify the knowledge
gaps and tailor coaching and practice materials to meet each individual’s
needs. LearningConnect also offers a variety of secure delivery channel of
assessments through web browsers and tablets.

Challenges
Paper assessments are resource intensive and
environmentally unfriendly
Accounting for Paper assessments are tedious
Securing Paper assessments before and after the
examination is challenging and requires a lot of
planning

SOLUTION
A web-based assessment platform for managing
assessment

BENEFITS
Ready to use out-of-box product
User friendly and intuitive interfaces
Powerful analytical tools
Efficient automated grading
Easy tracking of individual’s progress
Secure delivery of assessments
Strong support from an experienced team

Powerful and integrated analytic tools
and features that make managing
assessments easier
Assessment
LearningConnect assessment module is made up of a
question bank which consists of various questions created by
subject matter experts, as well as those imported from external
sources.

The assessment module also brings the convenience of
creating tests based on parameters such as question type,
difficulty and subject from its question bank. This allows
assessments to be quickly created without much effort.

Analysis
Through the completion of the assessment, educator will be
able to perform analysis on the results with a comprehensive
suite of analysis tools which identify the strengths and
weaknesses of each individual.
Educators have the ability to make use of the analytic tools to
help to check if the distractors are useful and whether there is a
need to improve the quality of the question.
Delivery
With LearningConnect, candidates will be able to receive
the grading on their tests fasters through grade books. It
also enables educators to intervene and help improve the
candidate’s ability more quickly when compared to the
traditional teaching methods.
Supporting a wide variety of platforms to deliver assessment,
LearningConnect ensures that assessments can be conducted
through any electronic devices and even through paperbased media. This gives a greater flexibility when conducting
assessments for the candidates.
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The assessment supports a variety of question types which
enables assessment to take on different formats to better test
the candidates’ analytical strengths and thought processes.
Most of the questions type can be graded by the system
automatically, thus shortening the response time to candidates
and also reduces the possibility of human errors during the
grading process.

Assessment can be generated based on defined templates,
giving the freedom to create tests in a format that best matches
individual needs.
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